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MAUTE Essay on M ain stre am in g
1974-1975
Jeanne Bordeau Frein and A. w. VanderMeer 2
It is said that when you give a child the name
of a bird, it loses the bird.
It never sees
the bird again but only a sparrow, a thrush, a
swan, and there is a good deal of truth in this
We all know people for whom all nature and art
consists of concepts, whose life, therefore, is
entirely bound up with obj ects known only under
labels and never seen in their own quality.
Joyce Cary
Introduction
The purpose of this essay is to deal with some of
the issues and problems surrounding the concept of
mainstreaming: those implications basic to mainstream
ing which go beyond what might normally be a working
definition of the term. The task of dealing with such
meta-issues is a response/summary/evaluation of a
USOE/BEH-^funded mainstreaming project carried out
during the 1974-75 academic year by deans/administrators of Colleges of Education at the Universities of
Alabama, Cincinnati, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,
and Vermont in conjunction with the NAUTE project co
ordinator and associate coordinator with offices in
Grand Forks, North Dakota.
Mainstreaming is a legal-educational response to
a civil rights movement. But while it is certainly a

^Network for Alternatives in Undergraduate Teach
er Education.
■‘■with the assistance of Dean Corrigan, Robert
Egbert, Hendrik Gideonse, and Charlotte West.
^United States Office of Education Bureau of Edu
cation for the Handicapped.
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victory to have legislation mandating placement of
persons with special needs in "least restrictive edu
cational environments,"4 the broader, deeper issue
remains: least restrictive by whose definition and
for what purpose. Because of this, we choose to think
of mainstreaming as having four interrelated goals
perhaps best visualized in spiral-shape.
1) Mainstreaming implies success in the present educational
system. It implies the attainment by all people of
those skills traditionally assigned to whatever edu
cational level is under consideration. 2) Mainstream
ing also implies a careful look at the present educa
tional system to insure that modifications be made
which would make the task of succeeding easier. 3)
Mainstreaming implies an examination of the values
underlying the meaning of success as it is defined in
our culture and reflected in our nation's schools.
What is the "good life" we want for all our people
and how does such a goal affect the ways in which we
modify schools. 4) Mainstreaming further implies an
examination of the similarities and differences be
tween American and cultural values and world/global
values. Global "good life" requires that the values
of each culture as reflected in its primary institu
tions of which the educational establishment is one,
be consonant with, rather than counter-productive to,
norms for world community.
In other words, the meta-issue underlying the
mainstreaming movement is the degree to which the
polar tension between individuality and community,
diversity and unity is acknowledged, valued, and coped
with by school personnel, faculties of education,
state departments of education, community people,
Washington bureaucrats, and world leaders. Successful
mainstreaming will require the integration of the vi
sion and skill of romantics and realists alike if what
has begun as a movement for civil rights is to lead to
the kinds of educational, social, economic and politi
cal reforms out of which real unity-in-diversity is
possible.4

4Public Law 93380 of Title VI.
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In preparation for this essay, NAUTH members
listed the meta-issues they thought had emerged from
discussions held this year on the topic of mainstream
ing. We have rather arbitrarily grouped these issues
around the headings philosophical, legal, sociologi
cal, and affective. The pages that follow will pre
sent the first two issue-groups listed above: the
philosophical and legal issues surrounding the con
cept of mainstreaming.
Philosophical Issues
The philosophical-type meta-issues emerging from
NAUTE discussions are spin-offs of the basic issue
mentioned in the Introduction: the centrality of the
self/other, individuation/participation relational
tension in the pursuit of the goals of mainstreaming.
The sub-issues look like this: How can we ensure that
a broad range of educational philosophies is fully re
presented through all steps of the mainstreaming
process? Are there some basic issues regarding the
nature of the human person upon which humanists, behaviorists, pragmatists, experimentalists, etc., can
agree in relation to mainstreaming? How can the dan
gers of labeling be avoided? When there are hundreds
of things we do not know about mainstreaming we need
to make assumptions in order to act at all. What
rules do we use for making such assumptions?
At a conference on Mainstreaming Handicapped
Children and Teacher Education Alternatives held in
Miami Beach, May 14-16, 1975, Edwin Martin, in a key
note speech to assembled deans, superintendents, and
special educators stressed the importance of careful
observation of teacher-child interactions as the
starting point for reconceptualizing the teaching
learning process. Calling for an end to the "logical
consequences of dichotomous assumptions," Martin
urged persons involved in mainstreaming to look crit
ically at the tendency in western thought to equate
classification with truth. An adherence to a classi
fication theory of knowledge produces either/or rela
tionships, while focusing on the relational process
between teacher and learning results in a blurring of
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categorical boundaries and allows for moving beyond
dichotomous thinking. Even the classifications child/
adult, male/female must be approached not as a means
of separating but as a vehicle for joining together.
It is relatively easy to become intellectually
aware of the dangers of labeling, classification, and
categorization. It is another matter to experience
the image-rearrangement process necessary before
truth-as-definition gives way experientially to truthas-happening-in-the-present. In other words, the
switch from skill in imposing labels on objects ob
served in the present to skill in observing subjects
interacting in the present is neither simple nor auto
matic. For a time, at least, it seems imperative that
a new language, new sets of more fluid categories be
developed to replace the old, not so much as a point
of arrival but as a point of departure.
Therefore, two things must happen simultaneously:
1) an effort to develop the skills needed to become an
observer of teacher-child interactions from a process
standpoint and 2) an effort to substitute new thought/
language patterns/categories which can be used to de
scribe behaviors/interactions rather than to label
children/objects. Let the motto be: Describe what
can be changed rather than label what is.
The effort of the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped to offer mainstreaming grants to deans,
models the above to some extent.* Focus the effort in
a new place, on a new person as a way of modeling the
need for an end to the either/or split between special
and regular educators. Such modeling, however, is
just the beginning in a process which must involve
finding a new place conceptually. The common ground,
the bottom line assumption, the most basic presupposi
tion must be the commitment of persons in higher edu
cation involved in the mainstreaming effort to the
same two things mentioned above: 1) development of
the skills necessary to become participant-observers

*59 Deans of Colleges of Education received mainstreaming grants for 1975-1978.
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of faculty/faculty interactions from a process stand
point and 2) movement away from existing classifica
tions (e.g. behaviorist, humanist; regular, special)
by deliberately substituting new thought/language patterns/categories for conventional classifications.
Another way of putting it is to say that faculty
must start with the assumption that their most basic
point of agreement is that there is no agreement, nor
can there be in the present system of classification.
From there the task is to develop a new conceptual
framework, a new paradigm, based on their own obser
vations of what actually occurs when they begin re
lating to themselves and to each other in consciously
non-categorical ways. The agenda might be looked at
as staff development based on a no-truth model imply
ing an attitude of dilemma which must be sustained
rather than reduced.
To those who might object to such an approach as
an interesting intellectual exercise worlds removed
from the nuts-and-bolts concerns of real teachers in
real classrooms, it is interesting to note that Berlak
et al. (1974) after citing fourteen dilemmas^ which

^The fourteen dilemmas are as follows: 1. child
hood unique vs. childhood continuous; 2. developing in
children shared norms and values vs. developing sub
group consciousness; 3. whole child vs. child as stu
dent; 4. each child unique vs. children having shared
characteristics; 5. equality of opportunity vs. equal
ity of result; 6. self reliance of the disadvantaged
vs. special consideration for those in need; 7. equal
protection of law vs. ad hoc application of rules; 8.
civil liberties vs. school in loco parentis; 9. learn
ing as social vs. learning as individual; 10. knowl
edge as public vs. knowledge as personal development
and/or discovery; 11. teacher makes learning decisions
for children vs. child makes learning decisions; 12.
intrinsic motivation vs. extrinsic motivation; 13.
learning as molecular vs. learning as holistic; 14.
teacher sets standards for growth and development vs.
children set own standards.
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they discovered to be basic to teachers in several In
formal English Primary Schools, recommend that the em
phasis in both pre and inservice teacher education
programs should be on helping teachers 1) recognize
the dilemmas confronting them and 2) recognize the
meanings which are implicit in their own resolutions
(35). Determining competence is not only a complex
empirical issue but rests also on some explicit or
implicit value positions regarding what schooling
should be. " . . . underlying many of even the most
mundane schooling acts are moral commitments which may
be at war with one another not only in the society but
within society's members, including teachers" (34).
While the long-term goal of mainstreaming is the
ability to relate to each person as "special," and
therefore, implies a non-categorical approach, the
short-term goals of the movement must address the
gradual, difficult process necessary before such a
grand goal is possible. One of the first steps is
the recognition that for western academic types this
implies becoming less categorical before becoming noncategorical. Perhaps a better way of saying it is to
recommend becoming non-categorical with regard to per
sons in themselves, less categorical with regard to
human interaction a£ r t is_ observed.
(And then the
process of building and un-building categories starts
over again.) It also implies developing a tolerance
for "hanging in" with those types of dilemmas reduc
ible in more conventional, static terms but irreduc
ible when broader, more fluid categories are employed.
The best reinforcement for experiencing such ambiguity
will be the growing awareness that such a dilemmastance reflects what is actually going on in educa
tional settings at all levels.
Hence, the agenda for educators seems to imply
letting go of classified meanings of teaching, learn
ing, behaving, evaluating, etc., looked upon as points
of arrival in favor of an attempt to observe and con
ceptualize the complex relationships of the meanings
and actions implicit in the teaching-learning process
which have been largely overlooked in a non-interactionist model.

The process described above meets the four-point
test outlined in the introduction to this paper as
being necessary for a successful mainstreaming effort.
It allows for concern with success in the present edu
cational system and raises questions regarding the
modification of that system in relation to both cul
tural and global values.
Legal Issues
The individual rights-group rights polarity again
emerges as central to the legal issues surrounding the
concept of mainstreaming, highlighting the fact that
equating mainstreaming with success in the present
educational system without reference to goals two,
three, and four as outlined in the Introduction to
this essay, will result in tokenism at best, disaster
at worst.
In his presentation to the Second NAUTE Confer
ence on Mainstreaming,^ Ross Chapman of the National
Center for Law and the Handicapped identified three
legal principles underlying legislation mandating
mainstreaming and showed that the constitutional prin
ciples supporting mainstreaming are those that have
supported legislation in civil rights.
The first of these principles is that the handi
capped are entitled to educational opportunities com
mensurate with those presumably provided for non
handicapped persons. Were it not for the second prin
ciple, however, the first would require no more than
that all persons, handicapped or not, be treated
equally no matter how shabby that treatment might be.
But the second principle requires that the handicapped
be provided with services that "meet their special
needs" or that "maximize their capabilities."
It is obvious that it is much easier to prove
that all children have equal access to services than
to prove that the services to which children have

^held in Chicago, Illinois April 30-May 2, 1975.
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access reasonably fulfill legitimately the require
ments of "meeting their needs." Presumably the ade
quacy questions will be settled over time by the ac
cretion of a number of court decisions, although it
is difficult to imagine legislation that would do more
than establish approved (or ban certain disapproved)
organizational arrangements and provide some level of
financial resources for education. The decision as
to adequacy, then, will likely be one in which the
professional proposes and the court disposes.
The equal access principle probably will be used
as a starting point (and perhaps this is as far as the
issue will be carried) to determine the solution of
the adequacy question. "What," the reasoning may go,
"is provided for the non-handicapped by way of serv
ices? Provide this, then for the handicapped." But
who are the non-handicapped? If the criteria that
have been utilized to identify the handicapped (and
presumably the judgment that resulted in their as
serted deprivation from equal treatment) are official
ly suspect, are not the same criteria and judgments
equally suspect when used to identify the non-handicapped? Obviously if one has no confidence that those
classified as belonging in the handicapped group have
been properly placed, one can have no confidence that
a student not so classified should indeed not have
been, and the dichotomy collapses.
The foregoing might be termed the issue of the
target population. The issue has another ramifica
tion: What is the recourse of the non-target popula
tion, individually or as a class, if, as seems likely,
they will, as a result of mainstreaming, find that the
prospects of their special needs for educational
achievement are diminished?
A related possibility which looms large in the
continuing emphasis on accountability is that of what
might amount to an attempt by professional organiza
tions to use the courts in an effort to force the
legislative and executive branches to provide re
sources more nearly adequate to achieve the goals man
dated by other decisions on mainstreaming. The
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argument might run as follows: The courts (or the
legislature or the executure) have established that
services be provided at an adequate quality level to
all children; however, we who are held accountable
for providing these services are provided with limited
resources patently inadequate to the task, and are,
therefore, being deprived of equal protection of the
law ourselves by being threatened with punitive mea
sures for lack of performance in a situation where
adequate performance is not possible.
The third principle of mainstreaming is that
handicapped children are entitled to educational
placements which are the least restrictive in terms
of their personal freedom. A number of writers on
contemporary aspects of education have called atten
tion to the current tendency to give individual rights
higher priority than those of the group. The question
of the possible trade-offs involved in the individualgroup tension issue will inevitably arise in complying
with the least restrictive environment principle.
Introducing a hostile, aggressive so-called emotion
ally disturbed child into a so-called "normal" group
cannot be accomplished with zero odds favoring disrup
tion of the educational process or even injury to mem
bers of those in the group. What odds are acceptable
as a basis for inclusion or exclusion of the "disrup
tive" or "potentially dangerous" child?
Similarly, schooling does not provide a single
environment as a series of equally "hazardous" or
"safe" environments; rather a variety of environments
is provided in at least rough correspondence to the
variety of goal-related activities that are carried
on. Within limits set by decisions in cases like
those implied in the previous paragraph, a student
might be permitted in the mathematics classroom on
the grounds that professional supervision is suffi
ciently available but not admitted to the library on
the grounds that supervision was inherently too di
luted in that environment.
It seems clear that one of the traditions of
school organization threatened by the complexity of
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the issues discussed above is the concept of the
graded school. As part of the military-industrial
model adopted from Germany coincident with the nine
teenth century mushrooming of school populations, the
concept of the graded school implies a relatively de
fined curriculum with a defensible sequence through
which pupils proceed at a relatively uniform rate.
Mainstreaming will greatly increase the heter
ogeneity of children in a given grade with regard to
the variety of needs that they will represent and the
rates at which they learn, thus underscoring the ab
surdity of the fixed curriculum and the fallacy of
the notion that any substantial number of students in
a given grade would be at or near the same point in
the curriculum at any given time. Better schools
have tried various strategems: team teaching, group
ing within classes, individualizing instruction in an
effort to adjust to the graded system, and, indeed,
there are some non-graded schools. However, the con
cept of gradedness remains firmly ensconced in the
minds of parents, the general public, and not a few
school personnel and faculty members-in-education.
Perhaps mainstreaming will exert the final push neces
sary to produce the massive shift required to organize
schools some other way.
All three principles of mainstreaming legislation
are, in the context of our increasingly litigious soci
ety, likely to create the occasion for a vastly in
creased number of law suits and real or implied
threats. Institutions of higher education will have
to develop due process mechanisms in anticipation of
the need for addressing such suits/threats. Such de
mands can hardly fail to have the effect of requiring
increased allocation of physical and human resources
in developing tests and scales; evaluation and assess
ment procedures; filing and retrieval systems. Basic
to the total effort, however, is the need for noncategorical communication across those artificial
boundaries created by classifying knowledge according
to departments, levels within departments, disciplines
within levels, emphases within disciplines, etc., etc.
This is not to say that mainstreaming implies the end
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of specialization; quite the contrary. What mainstreaming implies is the wedding of greater special
ization with greater integration across areas of spe
cialization for reasons that are hopefully philosophi
cal as well as legal.
Conclusion
The mainstreaming concept/movement implies enor
mous complexity. What is education for? Is it for
development? Is it for vocational training? Is it
for economic equality? Is it for coping skills? The
language of the Federal legislation is vague on these
questions. It speaks of providing the "handicapped"
with "full services"'7 and "full educational opportu
nities,"^ and reference is made to "meeting the spe
cial educational needs of"^ handicapped children. But
the purposes these "services" are to achieve, the
goals to which the "opportunities" are instrumental,
and the nature of the "needs" that are to be minister
ed to is not specified. Which of the cognitive, af
fective, and motor skill objectives are to be empha
sized, or, indeed, even treated depends on someone's
decision as to what education is for. The law sets
age limits on the requirement of mainstreaming. What
do these limits mean? Do they imply that "opportuni
ties" and "services" are to be provided for a finite
period of time and that compliance with the law is
measured by the extent to which these "services," etc.,
are really available? Or does it mean that the schools
must, by the end of the defined period of time, show
that the mainstreamed students have been satisfacto
rily taught, whatever that means?
A related issue is the implication derived from
communications about mainstreaming that a "no reject
model" is essentially required. While the Federal law
clearly recognizes that not all of the handicapped are
to be educated with children who are not handicapped

^Section 613bl.
^Section 613A5.

^Section 613b.
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(section 613A contains the hedging words "to the maxi
mum extent appropriate" and recognizes that "the
severity" of the handicap [may be] such that education
in regular classes... cannot be achieved satisfactorily)
it is clear that the burden of proof that a given
child falls within the group not appropriately main
streamed will be on the school. This, in essence,
tends toward a "no reject" policy.
There are many other unanswered questions sur
rounding the mainstreaming issue. The important thing
is that the educational community be neither immobil
ized by the enormity of the problem nor reduced to
simplistic action solutions.
In this essay we have
tried to suggest what some of the starting points
might be for gradual, carefully thought out movement
toward a revolutionary long range goal.
It should also be noted that five of the six in
stitutions involved in the NAUTE project have re
ceived dean's mainstreaming grants for 1975-1978.
Hence,the people involved in raising the meta-issues
presented above will also be involved in applying the
insights gained in NAUTE to their own educational
training programs.
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